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 these "commandments" connect with every walk of life! To have one, you will need the other.
Negotiate the life span and career advancement you deserve. You will not learn these lessons in
the church, yet they'll help you achieve an incredible life and thriving profession that glorifies
God. Too often we believe that achievement in secular environments contradicts the core
principles of faith, however the opposite is true: Your faith was designed to thrive in the secular
world and to transform it as a result. In The Hollywood Commandments, the prominent
Hollywood maker and spiritual success coach reveals 10 life-changing lessons found from his
over-20-year career in the entertainment business. NY Times best-selling author DeVon
Franklin knows this to be accurate. You may never go through the accurate fulfillment you were
designed for until you pursue the secular ambitions in your center. In fact, your secular success
will strengthen your faith in the event that you enable it. The Hollywood Commandments can
help you: Identify how to use what makes you unique to propel your job. Overcome fear and
build the courage to pursue fresh opportunities looking forward to you. Gain the confidence to
make important life decisions with better peace and clarity. You can be wildly successful without
losing your faith. No, you don't need to work in Hollywood because of this audiobook to work
for you;Secular and spiritual success are not opposites. In case you are stuck, searching for the
secrets to advance your job, or have a feeling there's more alive, this audiobook is certainly for
you.
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 With God everything can be done. May God bless you one thousand times. Franklin is a
recognized authority on spirituality, faith and the entertainment business.For instance, one of
the Commandments is don't work for a organization that violates your values. Spiritual
achievement in the secular globe. My faith is certainly restored because the water was murky.
DeVon Franklin is certainly a Hollywood producer, best-selling author, renowned preacher and
motivational speaker. I was selected to be part of #DevonFranklinBookLaunchTeam I'm
Blessed. He's best known for the movies Miracles from Heaven (film), Heaven Is for True (film),
and NY Times best-selling reserve The Wait with his wife Meagan Good. The Hollywood
Commandments is a casino game Changer After reading The Hollywood Commandments, I've
never felt even more alive. The publication has come to my life at the proper time. So I wish this
is expanded a bit more. As a result, they are leading the life skill groupings themselves and
discussing it among themselves. #thehollywoodcommandments . I exhort you to get it. I
understand my purpose, my mind is very clear, and the fog has dissipated. Must Read. Acquire it
currently in your favorite store. Right now the stream is very clear and vivid.The Hollywood
Commandments will remain on my night-stand as a constant guide, just like my bible.Everything
you do now is the foundation, building your bridge for what yet is to manifest. We maintain them
on the bookshelf at our youth shelter and youth drop-in centers. Loved it So very much wisdom
in this publication. Devon dives deeply into lifestyle circumstances, teaching the How's, and the
most valuable lesson in understanding "When TO STATE When"! Devon describes his struggles,
obstacles and opportunities turned into blessings before you.This book reaches the soul. The
words are worthy of your time; providing an eternity of guidance, relevant to all situations,
difficulties, and issues. Loved it - required a little more detail Overall this book is phenomenal.I
do want however, that he fleshed in a few details out a little more. The book is about how to
flourish in the secular world of entertainment.I would say the mass most businesses will violate
your values in one method or another. God's timing is ideal and great are His programs for
anyone who honors Him and puts Him first in your life. I also know how difficult it is to get in
keep employment in the film market. So having examples of people who quit because of their
values and were hired again quickly might have been helpful to read - but I don't know if that's
anyone's reality. Franklin, for knocking that one out of the park. and that person is a major
impact under that leadership. Believers shouldn't believe they are exempt from the hard work
that switches into applying their abilities, but rather that they should business lead the way.
Bravo, Mr. I know there is an component of faith in a decision like this, but there are many
illustrations in the Bible where God phone calls people under terrible leadership; As a film and
mass media professor at San Diego Christian College, I teach my college students to end up
being professional, and professionalism is normally repeated in The Hollywood
Commandments. Where too many Christians think that going to church can be all it requires,
DeVon reminds us that excelling in the tiny things, day to day, is the meat on the bones of the
market -- and that applies to everyone. Where faith meets professionalism DeVon is not a
Hollywood Christian -- he's a Christian who works in Hollywood. I was so grateful that he
remaining no sacred cows when it came to pointing out where Christian tradition gets it
incorrect when it concerns artists and our impact in popular culture. Best book I've read about
faith and success to date!  I had been praying about how to take my acting career to another
level and wanted resources to steer me. However, I was unable to find somebody from the
business aspect of the entertainment industry to give me insight on how things really work in
the industry. The Hollywood Commandments by DeVon Franklin do all that and even more.
After one staff read the reserve in their down time, they incorporated it into the life abilities



group we train daily. And something I must say i liked was you do not have to be in the
entertainment sector or in Hollywood to benefit from reading this publication.DeVon generously
shares years of experience and insight such as a coach/friend/mentor/big brother - and backs
everything up with scripture. This book is usually encouraging, insightful and impactful - you will
not regret reading it. I have been recommending this to all or any of my friends and pre-buying
copies one by one to send out to my friends - as my budget allows. I'll read it again! Powerful,
Practical, and Extremely Relevant! This is an extremely good book. It helps us to use at a higher
edition of ourselves, and provides the equipment on how best to do it. Maintain shaping and
molding your daily life until you're ready for the chance waiting.The knowledge shared in this
book can benefit whoever has a desire to step in to the fullness of who God created them to be.
It show that God will not push himself you. I didn't suggest it, and didn’t recommend for them to
even browse the book. I could see him lately at Lakewood Church where I right now live very
close to such a blessing! I will be eternally grateful @devonfranklin regardless of the nightmare
that is certainly going right through my island of Puerto Rico, I acquired to take time to thank
God for leading excellent leaders as if you. I could meet brand-new people, gain exposure,
receive a promotion and work that I negotiated offer to receive just what I prayed for. It
demonstrates and explains what many of us know, nevertheless do not frequently have the
endurance to endure. This reserve helped the young men we serve, our staff, and myself to run
our race with endurance and to not develop weary in well performing. I've bought over five
copies for function and bought the audiobook for myself since I'm always on the run. GREAT
READING AND Assistance TO FOLLOWING GOD It’s amazing book to learn. The alertness and
guidelines to put into practice helps any individual. The key part that shows how effective the
wisdom is in this book may be the personnel did this by themselves. He's alway their in any
circumstances in lifestyle and no matter where you are in existence. Devon makes this obvious
in his book. Would definitely read again.Be successful in a Secular world guided by God Today
the book continues on sale for the fantastic Writer Devon Frankiln. I no longer question my
intuition or my romantic relationship with God. The knowledge from the publication is a
blessing. Therefore many queries answered from a spiritual and practical standpoint. I was very
pleased with the authenticity and the value in this book. If you're serious about going to the next
level this reserve is for you. Disappointed Disappointed Directly on the money DeVon Franklin
knows what coping with church mentality and the entertainment industry is focused on. "Your
faith informs your artwork", as I inform my college students, and who we are in Christ should
inform a strong work ethic.! Four Stars Great book but lacks substance Great read, personal
stories of life's learned wisdom to realize goodness Great read, applicable existence lessons, to
enrich one's life. Good Read Easy to read and applicable life-style practices. Great testimony out
of this!! Very practical information for anyone who would like to workout their faith outside the
four wall space of the church! This is the best investment I paid attention to this everyday going
to work. Followed the prayers, built my self-confidence and understood the values I bring to this
world with my gifts.The book gives true to life examples on the various “commandments” that
validates the reality they contain. I could move to a new state with my own house all after prayer
to God and assistance from Devon’s teaching. Best thing I did this season changed my life
course. Today I’m likely to apply the same principles to my music profession to watch what God
does following. They did this by themselves, and we began to see the teenagers did a similar
thing.
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